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1. Introduction 
Experimental data on soft hadronic processes are described 

well in the framework of the quark-gluon string aodel (eGSH)'1"7' 
The basle of QGSH Is the topological expansion (ТЕ)'"'"which 
corresponds in QCD to the 1/N expansion (N=N , N /H t=const)" 
The space-time picture of particle production, corresponding to 
the cut of each sheet, is assumed in QGSH to be connected with 
decay of chromoelectric tube (string) 1 _ '. 

Unfortunately, theoretical foundation of TK In QCD exists 
only for meson-meson Interaction. The equality of N to the number 
of quarks in a baryon does not allow to use 1/N expanelon In the 
reactions with baryon participation. '* '. The quark pair in the 
colour anti-triplet state (called diquark.D) ie similar to 
anti-quark. Thus, baryon ie considered In QGSH as the 
diquark-quark вееоп. However, the rigour of this prescription is 
very questionable, since there are no prohibition for conversion 
of the diquark into colour sexstet state. i.e. the diquark 
destruction. The universality of the baryon and вееоп 
Segge-trajectory slopes' ̂  and considerations on the minimal 
energy string configuration for baryon give some arguments in 
favour of a baryon being a two-body q-D system. However, this 
concerns the structure of the nucleon wave function (W), rather 
than the concept of diquark as an entity participating in the 
hadronic reactions. 

The processes accoapanied by the diquark destruction are 
beyond the QGSH. The examples are the HH annihilation or the 
baryon number flow over large rapidity gap. Indeed, both the 
diquark momentum distribution FCx) in the HP of the incident 
baryon and the function of diquark fragmentation Into firyon D(a) 
(we mean "valence", baryon) decrease steeply as the momentum 
fractions x or z respectively tend to зего. Thus, if the diquark 
is not destroyed It produces the baryon In the projectile 
fragmentation region. Hence, the only way to throw a baryon far 
away from the fragmentation region (of course, excluding sea ЙН 
pairs), or to cause annihilation In the high energy R"H 
Interaction, is to form such a colour string configuration, where 
diquark cannot be treated as an indivisible object. 
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In view of troubles with straightforward generalization of 
the 1/N expansion to the baryonic reactioie, Kossi and 
Veneziano ' suggested to classify diagrams according to their 
topological properties. The crucial point of their approach was а 
concept of the colour string junction (SJ). From the point of view 
of ТЕ, the space-tine pattern of SJ corresponds to the 
interception of three sheets. In the string model , where a 
baryon haa a form of T. S<1 is a point, where three strings are 
coupled. 

The aeyeptotice of high energy RH annihilation in thie 
approach is connected with SJ-SJ annihilation. 
Correspondingly, the baryon number can be thrown over a large 
rapidity gap by шеапв of the SJ transmission . From this point 
of view, SJ is a part of the diquark. which is destroyed, if SJ is 
removed. 

A consistent quantitative approach to the above deacribed 
processes is as yet lacking.For this reason, it is worthy to use 
the methods of the ЙСВ perturbation theory. Strictly spiking, in 
soft processes one uses perturbative QCD beyond the region of its 
applicability. Yet, remarcably, it successfully reproduces the 
most inportant qualitative and quantitative features of soft 
hadronic interactions: weak energy dependence of "ил< small value 
of ratio о /a strong correlation of a with the hadionic 

•I tot Ю 1 
size, etc ' ' ' (If course, perturbative <ICD can be used only 
for the estimation of the definite string configuration production 
cross section. The decay of the strings ie essentially a 
nonperturbative process, which can be described by a 
phenomenological approach. It is generally assumed that the 
history of creation of a etring does not Influence its decay. This 
assumption is justified by the agreement with the experimental 
data of the s-channel factorisation relatione for th» Regge 
trajectories. 

Mechanisms of HH annihilation along this approach were 
considered in papers' 4" "f It was found that asymptotic 
contribution to the annihilation ***' is described in the Born 
approximation by the two-gluon exchange in the colour decaplet 
stats. The final state * 3 q } I O J - <3qj—, has a topology of three 
sheets, i. e. corresponds to annihilation channels.This 
contribution is energy-independent and it has been estimated at 
about 1 * 2 mb. 
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This annihilation contribution to the pp total croee section 
le compensated by another mechanism having two-sheet topology. 
Both contributions correspond to different cute of the four-gluon 
diagram with {10)-{l5) colour state in the t-channel, called a 
decameron. Nevertheless, decameron contribution to the difference 
of pp and pp multiplicity distributions does not vanish. The 
analysis' of corresponding data up to 1SB energies has lead to 
о =1.5±0.1 mb, in a good agreement with the perturbative 
estimation. 

It is impossible to extract this snail constant tall from the 
existing (up to 12 GeV) data on annihilation cross section, which 
demonstrate energy-dependence oc 1/Ve. The preasymptotic 
annihilation mechanises are connected with presence of slowed 
down valence quarks In the WF of projectile nucleons and that 
explains the observed energy dependence. The probability of 
diquark destruction during the Interaction was estimated in the 
one-gluon approximation. Fro» the point of view of unitarity some 
of the preasymptotic annihilation mechanisms are included to the 
Pomeron, others can be treated as a nonplanar corrections to the 
uj-Heggeon.The calculations'' show that th^se preaeymptotic 
mechanisms can explain an order of magnitude of the measured 
annihilation cross section at energies about 10 GeV. 

In present paper we consider from the same point of view the 
ph interaction with proton flow over large rapidity gap to the 
central region. The corresponding diagram is shown in fig. 1. The 

(3) {6} 

(31 

{8} 

-*-
-*«SJ 

*— 
Fig. 1. The lowest order 
diagram with one-gluon 
exchange and diquark 
destruction. 

Fig. 2. The final state 
configuration of colour 
strings, corresponding to 
diagram in fig. 1. 

proton valence quark le slowed down and is located in the central 
rapidity region. One-gluon exchange converts the fast colour 
antitrlplet diquark D • into colour sexstet state D The - c a > -- <e> -
nonperturbative stage of final state Interaction ie connected with 
formation in the QCD vacuum of the octet colour string 
(chromo-electrlc tube) In the rapidity interval between valence 
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quark and hadron h and of sextet colour string in the Interval 
between quark and sextet diquark. In the leading 1/N approximation 
the hadronization of this system looks the same as in the case of 
string configuration, shown in fig. 2. The dotted lines in fig. 2 
correspond to the colour triplet strings; hadron h is represented 
here as a system of colour triplet-antitriplet. 

Hadronization of string configuration, shown in fig. 2 
obviously gives rise to a baryon with the same rapidity as the 
quark in fig. 1 has. The probability to find a slowed down valence 
quark in the HI? of the incident nucleon is closely related to the 
growth of inclusive spectra in the central rapidity region with 
energy' '. во it is fixed by the data. 

Thus, the processes with baryon number flow to the central 
rapidity region give a straightforward information concerning the 
role of diquark destruction. An analysis of the experimental 
data 7~ °' on the reactions pp —• p(p)X and pp —> p(p)X in the 
central rapidity region at ISR energies, carried out below, 
demonstrates a good agreement with the predictions of the 
mechanism, shown in figs. 1,2. The contributions other than the 
diquark destruction are too small to explain the data. 

Because of uncertainties in the hadronization of a string 
configuration with SJ located in the fragmentation region, 
straightforward calculation of the contribution of the diagrams in 
fig. 1,2 to the nucleon flow over the whole rapidity interval into 
the hadron h fragmentation region is not yet possible. One can 
predict, nevertheless, the energy-dependence oc 1/Ve of this 
contribution at the fixed value of the Feynmann variable x, what 
is in agreement with the high-energy data on the processes л (IT )p 
-* P(p)X. The impossibility of eelfconsistent description of both 
reactions in the standard version of the QGSH, was emphasized in 
paper 

Present paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 we estimate 
the contribution of the mechanism, shown in fig- 1, to the 
inclusive cross section of the reaction ph -» pX (h = p.p) in 
the central rapidity region. The results of the calculations are 
compared with the experimental data in sect. 3. The considerable 
probability of the diquark dest.-uction influences some parameters 
of QCSSH. This problem is discussed in sect. 4. In analogy to 
decameron contribution to the high energy baryon-antibaryon 
annihilation, baryon number can be transferred by one gluon only. 
Contribution of gluon mechanism to baryon number flow does not 
depend on rapidity. It is a subject of sect.5. 
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Tri Conclusion we coneidere some topics for future 
investigation: i) Wr- propose a new mechanism for baryon-antibaryon 
pair production which differs principially from Schwinffer-like 
tunnelling fro* vacuum, Thie mechanism is characterized by long 
range rapidity correlations. It is present in hadronic 
interactions but is absent in e e" collision, iil A by-product of 
present consideration is an effective way of spin polarisation 
flow over large rapidity gap. iii) Tn a proton-heavy nucleus 
interaction a large portion of incident, diquarke. up to 2/3, are 
destroyed. As the result, the hard part of proton momentum spectra 
gets poorer. Thie explains, may be. the observed hitfh value of 
nuclear stopping power. 

2. Foraulae for ph —* pX inclusive cross section 
The contribution of the diagram of fie. 1 to the inclusive 

cross section of the reaction ph —* pX in the central rapidity 
region can be estimated ав 

— {ph -> pX) * К <*<tf>Wfy.s>* (1) 
Here К is the spin-ieoepin factor; W(y,s> ie the nucleon 

valence quark rapidity distribution in the WF of the incident p-h 
system. Factor t> is the cross section of the process <̂S>̂  —* 
D h , estimated in the one-gluon exchange approximation (fig. 
1). It should be emphasized that notation о stands here for 
quantity somewhat different from that in paper . Namely, in the 
case of h=N and nucleon considered ae q-P system we imposed in 
a condition of Keeping the diquarfc in the colour triplet state 
after interaction. But here we sum over all the possible octet 
final states of hadron h. Thus we obtain 

-rSh9 I 
h -

j = 1 к = 1 

П Ь 
<h < e > | Z ^f exp(iqr l ) |h> • (2) 

l = a -. 
Here л is the QCD coupling constant; X = X (<*. ) ) for 

quarks (ant i -quarks) ; n h i s the number of quarks or ant i-quarks in 
hadron h. 
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i.e. space and epin-isospin parts of 
the sextet diquark WF can be carried out without restrictions 
imposed by the Fault principle. The sun over colour part of the 
sextet diquark WF is equal to (i.j.k.l are the quark colour 
indices) 

E <i , . i l (6>> <{в} |к .1> = | «5* 6 t

J + 6\ 6J

k). <3) 

Using t h i s formula t o g e t h e r w i th r e l a t i o n 

and summing ove r WF of t h e hadron h in t h e o c t e t c o l o u r s t a t e , we 
o b t a i n 

да 

"-> = r a > "v J" ̂ 4 [» - f„ (4 2 l ] f l -FJq*) ] . (*) 
<&> 3 в Ь J •** •• p ^ J U h ' J 

о q 

Here 
F v f q 2 ) = ^ i | e x p [ i q ( r k - i r l ) ] l i > ; 

( i=T>. h) a r e t h e d o u b l e - q u a r k form f a c t o r s of d i q u a r k and 
hadr^n h. 

Note, that expression 14) ie infra-red convergent. That is a 
consequence of hadron h being colourless and the fact that the 
long-wave gluon cannot resolve the inner structure of the compact 
diquark. 

Let us use the nonrelativietie oeciJlator functions to 
calculate the form factors F (q ). 

Fjq 2) = exp(-^q 2), i=D.h, (5) 

^ = 2/3rf . 

{rz/2 . if h = p, p 

2r*/3. if h = n 

Here r is the mean diquark radius squared; г (г ) is a mean *> p n 
charge proton (pion) radius. The proton for» factor F (q1) is 
practically independent on the diquark radius if r i« fixed. 

P Now, expression (41 is easily tranefortied to 

(6) 

J(a.b) = a In (**£] + b in (5^) • a D • 
Constant a is determined fro» the cross section of process 

N —• nce>̂ <«> calculated in the one-gluon exchange approximation 
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a— ot n. J(a .a.) • (7> 
3 s h p h 

This expresBion should be normalized tn .=i J i f f*r*?n< -f <~hN ->bN -
o*oo rather than o-iot. because the cut of the two-sjJuon graph 
does not contain colourless two-particle intermediate state. 

Now, there ia ample evidence that the -....mp̂ t diquark 
component of the nucleon WF is dynamically enhanced for some 
reasons. That are the deep inelastic НчЧ^п scattering data 
analysis . processes wit-h large p proton production" S 5~ 3 6' , 
calculations in the instanton vacuun model lastly. Thus, we 
are enforced to consider two types of the nuoieon WF: i) the 
symmetrical oscillator WF for which r = V3/2 г ъ 0.7 F (variant 

D p 

I); ii) we add the 50% admixture of compact diquark of 
radius rD= 0.4 F (variant II). 

The numerical calculations in (6) for these two variants lead 
to 

15 nb (I) 
(&) 

I 11 mb (II) 
We fixed <?(pp •* p ._.P ..) ~ 30 nb. To relate cross sections of 
different processes we have taken the running 3CD coupling 
constant <x (q ) in the one-loop approximation. If r = 0.4 F, the 
value of c* is 15% smaller than that deduced from Eq . (7 ) . 

Let us estimate now the function W(y,s) in expression (1). We 
use the following parameterization ' ' for the momentum 
distribution of quarks in the proton 

-or (0) ft-1 
q<X) = C (K ( 1-х) , (9) 

where x is a fraction of proton momentum carried by a quark; 
fi - « R(0) - 2a N(0) - 1; 
aRf0) = 0.5; â f!)) = -0.5; 

ГС1-а {0)+ГЭ> 

Then the probability of string configuration in fig. 2 with 
valence quark having rapidity у (In cm. frame) is found to be 

» T 1-a (0) W(y,s> а С Д ^ evj « , f l 0 ) 
«here n* = («.*+ <(p T^>) 1f I 

Strictly speaking, one should take into account the 
possibility of formation of supplementary qq-etringe. coupled to 
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the eea qq pairs in the projectile nucleon WF. This is achieved by 
meane of substitution of factor С by С f., where 

n= 1 in 

Here о is a contribution to o. connected with the cut of n 
Pomerons ; C n is a normalization factor in the formula for 
x-distribution of quark at x •* 0 in the case of existence of n-1 
supplementary eea qq pairB. This formula is obtained''40'' by means 
of change 0 —* ft-пл! in formula (91. At ISR energies where some 
data exist now. the quasi-eikonal model for c n leads to 
estimation С . «г 1. 

We evaluated m T * 0.4 GeV in formula (10) putting m % 0.3 
GeV, <{pT)2> *0.15 (GeV/c)2. ч 

It should be emphasized that expression (10) for W{y,s) (with 
substitution С —* С ..) seems to be highly reliable. because it 
also determines the growth of the inclusive cross sectior. with 
energy in the central rapidity region. This growth is connected in 
QGSH' ' with large contribution of the topological diagram with 
underdeveloped cylinder and is sensitive to a probability to find 
a valence quark in the central region. Function W(y,s) in form 
(10) with m T = 0,4 GeV and С ff - 1 describee well the growth of 
the inclueive spectra at y=0 in the energy intervals of ISR and 
ISR - SppS collider. Thus, W(y,e) can be considered as determined 
directly from the experiment. 

We conclude with the estimation of epin-ieospin factor К in 
(1). Let us make some simplifying assumptions: i) only the N and Д 
are produced in the central region; ii) production of e-quark is 
suppressed by factor 1/3; ill) the relative probabilities of u 
and d quark flows are equal to 2:1. Then factor К is estimated 
as К * 0.5. 

Finally, the cross section of the proton flow to the central 
rapidity region p+p(p) —• p+X estimated by using expressions (1), 
(8) and (10), ie equal to 

% (ph -. pi) * ( ±#- V- ) 1"°'" ( 0 ,{ exp(y[l-V0>;|) • 

ч Г 4.Т вЬ, (I) 
* exp(-jr[t-a (0)])} * \ , (12) * J I 2.5 at>, (II) 

where 

{0, if h = p 
1, if h = p . 
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The cross Gectiori of the process p+p —» ptX i« 'Obtained from ( 12 ) by 
means of substitution у —> — у fproton momentum corresponds to 
positive у). 

3. Comparison with the experimental data 
To determine the cross section of proton Пои to the central 

rapidity region one should consider th* difference Adovdy = 
d<7(pp*pX)/dy-dofpp-tpX)/dy in order to remove the sea NN pairs. The 
experimental points shown in fig. 3 in the enerey interval Vs = 23 
* 63 GeV have been obtained by means of integration of the 
data parameterized as A exp(- Bp T) with parameters fitted 
in . Another parameterization in the form A exp(-Bp - Ср г), 
which has also been used in'' ' results in the close (within about 
10%) values of the cross section. 

VS(G«ty 
Fig.3. Difference of p and p production cross sections at 

correspond 
y=0 

in pp collision at ISR' '. Curves 1 and 11 correspond to 
expression (12). Dotted line shows the contribution of diquark 
fragmentation' ' into proton. Dashed line indicates the 
contribution connected with the difference of quark fragmentation 
probabilities into p and p. 
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The fit of the data in fig. 3 by the function Ado7dy=b( ve)"' 
yield parameters b=8.7±6.4, ft~0.46±0.21. which are in excellent 
aereenent with estimation (12). Тио corresponding curves plotted 
in fig. 3 characterize the theoretical uncertainty. 

The rapidity-dependence of the inclusive cross sections has 
been measured in ' in the interval -0.4 S у < 0.4. The results 
are presented in the form of ratios 

в _ - do[pp-»p(p)X)/dy 
P.P> " doipp*p<p-)X]/dy (13) 

In order to t e s t p r e d i c t i o n (12) for the y-dependence of 

(the projectile proton has positive rapidity): 
g 2 (PP -» pX) = 6a + ft e"Ty 

dc , -„. 
g^ (pp -» pX) - a 
|£ (pp -» pX) = 6a + ft e T y (14) 
d£ 
dy (pp -» pX) - a * file * * e ') • 

The first terms here result from the NN pair production from the 
vacuum. Other terms include the contribution of baryon flow to the 
central rapidity region. The factor <5 takes into account the small 
difference between the charged particle inclusive spectra in pp 
and pp collisions and ie close to unity. 

The fit of the experimental 
data shown in fig. 4 by 
formulae (14) gives 

3i 
1,1 

1.1 

>^k. 

i :JIGM 

M 

It Ы - ' l j -— , tai—' 

r = 0 .76 ± 0 .22 
6 - 1.01 * 0.(12 (15) 
ft/a - 0 .3 * 0 .03 • 

F i * . 4 . D a t a " * ' on the r a t i o 
R - (y) de f ined in ( 1 3 ) . The 
p < p > 

curves are the results of the fit 
by means of expressions (14) with 
parameters (15). 

The found value of т is consistent within the error bars with 
the predicted one (12). The ratio of charged particle epectra in 
pp and pp interactions' is also consistent with the value of <S. 
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The value of parameter o» in (14) ie known from the data 
doydy(pp+pX) = 1.7 ± 0.1 mb at Vs = 53 GeV.Thua, one can de
termine the parameter a=0.51 ± 0.06, which is also in agreement 
with estivation (12). Thus, both the sets' ' ' of data agree 
well with the considered model of the proton flow over large 
rapidity gape. 

Note, that it ie hard to explain in another way the 
observed'' ' hi*h yield of protons in central rapidity region. 
This ISR data cannot be understood in the frame work of QGSH with 
indivisible diquark. Calculation of the baryon spectrum has been 
perforated in such approach in papers Though the central 
region у ъ 0 has not been considered there, the diquark 
fragmentation function DJJ(z) used in gives too steep decrease 
of the baryon spectrum with the energy: d«?/dy I Q О: в"* (we seen 
the valence protons). 

It is interesting that*, there exists some additional 
contribution to the difference of p and p spectra Ad^/dy in QG£M 
which decreases with energy as в .i.e. in the паве way as is 
predicted by (12). Nevertheless, it is not connected with diquark 
destruction, indeed, the quark fragmentation functions D p , p (z) 
are different for p and p. Thus, in the case, when one of the 
projectile valence quarks has x * 0. the probabilities to fi».d a 
sea p or p in neighbourhood of quark in th* rapidity ecale are 
slightly different, even if diquark is not destroyed. Ii> another 
words, one can eay that existence of projectile quark in the 
central region distorts the eea. 

Both contributions are plotted in fig. 3 . We can see that 
one of them too steeply decreases with energy, but another one is 
negligibly small. We omit here the details r>f the calculation 
which are well described in " . Few comments should be made, 
nevertheleee. 

- We use slightly different value of parameter a . which 
_ p 

controls the NN pair production in the colour triplet string 
hadronization. Instead of the value a#« 0.07 used in ^*0jr, w e fix 
a = 0.055 fro» the data on do-(pp—*pX)/dy. Thie value agrees 
well with the results of paper 

— In the reaction pp • pX both protons contribute to the 
central region, so the results of calculations^*0' at v5 = 20 GeV 
should be doubled because the fragmentation of only one of the 
projectile protons has been takea into account there. 

A.iother evidence in ft: «our ol considered mechanism comee from 
an analysis of the data on «Inference between the cross section of 
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reactions n p -» px and "~p -» pX in the pion fragmentation 
.»ionx '* . The observed considerable difference is ouch larger 

than predicted by the triple-Regge formalism: 

where udaVdx and rd<r/dx are the difference and the SUB of the ?r -* p 
and n~ -» p inclusive сгоев sections. Factor N * 1. Impossibility 
of joint description of these data in the approach, where p(pl 
comes from the pion fragmentation only, мае claimed aleo in 
paper 

Unfortunately, we are unable to calculate accurately a 
probability of the proton flow to the pion fragmentation region x 
-* 1. The energy dependence at fixed value of x should be <x 1/Уе. 
i.e.the same as is given by relation (16). The fit to the 
data ~ at x = 0.5 with power dependence s gives P -
-0.56+0.11. 

In the Regge phenomenology one describee the production of 
particles in the central rapidity region by means of the 

diagram, shown in fig. 5. The double 
Pomeron diagram does not contribute 
to the baryon - antibaryon cross 
section difference. The remaining 
Regge singularities are the <*>- and 
P -poles and those, which contribute 

Kancheli diagram for to the annihilation cross section, 
proton production in However, their relative residues 
the central rapidity are quite different and should be 
region. deduced from some dynamics model. 

The baryon number flow over large rapidity gap was considered 
also in paper' ' in the frame work of multiperiphet-al model with 
baryon exchange. It was prescribed to the inclusive cross section 
(arbirtrarily to some extent) the same energy-dependence as is 
observed in the annihilation. The crudely ееtlmated cross 
section turns to be close (two tiroes larger) to one found 
here. The authors connected erroneously this mechanism with 
the it-P Hueller - Kancheli diagram. In fact, this diagram 
corresponds to the case of valence quark flow to the central 
region without dlquark destruction, which was considered above. It 
contributes to the difference between proton-antiproton production 
cross suctions due to dissimilarity of fragmentation functions 
D p(z) and D p(z). The contribution of this mechanism was found to 

Hueller - Kancheli 

J«.u,b 
] F 

Fig. 5. The Muelle 
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be negligibly snail. Actually. the multiperipheral baryon 
exchange corresponds to w - IP Muel ler-Kanchel i diapr^ro, wh^re '•• 
is a nonplanar correction to the w - Reggeon ' . This is ,iuet the 
mechanism shown in figs. 1,2 and considered in Beet. 2 of present 
paper. 

4. Some consequences for QGSH 
Considerable probability of the Jiquark destruction given by 

(8) can result in noticeable change of some QCJSH parameters. 
Determination of the diquark-»proton fragnentation function 

DJ*(z) contains sone arbitraryness. In the approach'' which 
exploits the cascade equations the result depends on choosing of 
the equation cores. Another approach'' ' " uses вотл smooth 
interpolation between the two Regge-aeymptotics г -* 0 and z •* 
l.The relation between the momenta of the produced baryone and 
mesons is not fixed and can be changed not contradicting the 
baryon number and total momentum conservation sum rules. The main 
criterion of correctness of the diquark fragmentation functions is 
a quality of description of the particle momentum spectra in ph 
collisions. However, the possibility of diquark destruction 
results in more hard fragmentation functions D^(2). Indeed, the 
string configuration in fig, 2 produces during hadronization 
mainly soft protons with x *: 0.5, because the valence quark 
carries in average only about 10% of the baryon momentum 
(including supplementary qq sea pairs). On the other hand this 
mechanism providee considerable contribution to the high momentum 
part of th* pion spectrum. Let us estimate this contribution. 

The quark momentum distribution inside a diquark can be 
parameterized as 

f q / D U ) = A x n U - x ) n . (17) 
Use of this expression with n=2.5 and the fragmentation 

good description 
creases steeply at 

x -* 0,1> the string configuration in fig. 2 cannot produce a 
proton with x * 1. 

Note th&t the distribution (17) in the region l-xFS 0.05 is 
similar within accuracy of about 20*30% to that which can be 
obtained for the relativistic two-body diquark WF 

a(m +p ) г «1%*Р Т» -i 
e x * [ - x(l-x) J * < l 8> 
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with parameters; m * 0.27 GeV. a Ss 1.5 -r 2 GeV~Z. Such WF 
ч 

corresponds to the diquark with the radius г я; 0.4 -г- 0-5 F. 
We can conclude now, that the hard part of the baryon 

spectrum iB determined mainly by the «eohanisms with indivisible 
diquarks. At '.he вате time production of high momentum pions 
reBultB mainly from diquarh destruction. Naturally, the situation 
becomes reversed when one considers the soft part of the spectre 
(in the cm. frame). 

5. Gluon median lea of barjron nuaber flow. 
As was mentioned in the Introduction, the behaviour of the 

ann Lhi1ation cross section at asymptotic energies ie governed by 
the decameron exchange. introduced in papers ' An analysis 
of the experimental data on the difference between pp-pp 
mu ItipLLcity di Fitributions demonstrates that decameron 
contribution is energy- independent, up to ISP energies VB * SOGeV. 
Thi s fact and the с roe ft section vs lue .iustif ies the 

2 4 • 

ra Jotilat ic-пя in th» pertnrhat i ve tj<-i' 
It is natural +<•* believe that ther<* exists decameron 

contribution to th»* Muel l^r-K^ncheli die»' ram shown in f ijg. Ъ. The 
^лгresponding in*"] nisi ve ''rose section ie energy- and 
rapiditv- independent . Unfortunately. it- is hard to propose any 
r Uoroui- calculation of the. cross section value .We give here a 
«rude estimat ion onlу. 

bet us eonsidere the lowest order perturbat.ive graph shown in 
f ig. 6. wh ich corresponds t.-. the cut of the Mueller-Kancheli 
di agram of fig. b with IP-IP «x<-hange _ The corresponding string 
configuration shown in fig 7 demonstrates. indeed, that baryon is 

Fig.6. Perturbative Fig.7. Final state Fig.8. 
QCD graph with string configuration Mue1ler-Kanoheli 
transformation of corresponding to the diagram 
the projectile graph in fig. 6. corresponding to 
3-quark system into figs. 6. 7. 
colour deouplet 
state. 
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produced with the ваше rapidity as gluon has. To estimate the 
fig.6 cross section we suppose that it is suppressed in comparison 
with contribution of graph in fig.8 in the sane Banner as the cut 
of decameron in comparison with Pomeron, i.e. by a factor about 
1/20. Some justification of this assumption совев from the fact 
that upper blocks axe the same in both cases.Moreover, any number 
of gluons with rapidities smaller than the produced baryon hae, are 
allowed to be emitted in figs.6,8. On the other hand, the graph in 
fig.8 corresponds to the higher order corrections of ladder type 
to the two-gluon contribution to the Pomeron. These corrections 
are responsible for the Pomeron Beggeization and can be evaluated 

~ ~ - ,^*»,4«>X , •SOX „ ^, 
from phenomenology. QCD motivated analysis of the 
experimental data found that the contribution of this perturbative 
corrections to the pp total cross section ie about 10 mb at ISR 
energies. Finally, one should take into account the spin-isospin 
factor of about 0.5 for proton production. Gathering all the 
factors together we obtain an estimate йен pp+pX) /dy fe 0. 1 mb for 
the contribution of graph of fig.6. Comparison with the 
experimental data in fig.3 shows that the relative decameron 
contribution is email till the ISR energies, but it becomes 
considerable at SppS collider and future accelerator energies. 

6. Conclusion 
The process of baryon number flow over large rapidity gap is 

bejond the QGSH as it is accompanied by diquark deeintegration. 
From the point of view of the Mueller-Kancheli diagram it ie 
goverened by the same mechanisms as the antiproton-proton 
annihilation is. But if an experimental investigation of the latter 
process is practically impossible at high energies, the former is 
highly suitable, particularly for collider mashines. 

We ascertained here two new mechanisms for the incident 
baryon number transfer to the central rapidity region at high 
energies, (tne is connected with possibility to find a slow valence 
quark in the HF of high energy proton and with destruction of a 
diquark-spectator by means of converting it into the sextet 
colour state. In another words, the valence quark ie a carrier of 
baryon number in this case (from the point of view of topological 
expansion the quark is excorted by SJ). The most intriguing 
possibility is the second one: the carrier of baryon number in 
this case is a gluon (SJ in the topological classification). 
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Let us consider now a few consequeces. 
1. There exists a new mechanism of baryon-antibaryon pair 

production from vacuum, different fro» the well-known Sohwinger 
one. It ie clear that the perturbative Pomeron' 
contains a decameron impurity among the ladder-type graphs. An 
example ie shown in fig .9. Inelastic process corresponding to the 
cut of this eraph ie a result of hadronization of string 
configuration shown in fig. ID. As the S.J-SJ pair emerged, the 
baryon-antibaryon pair should be produced with the same rapidities 
after hadronization. The probability of such configurations is 
suppressed by an order in comparison with production of "ordinary" 
colour triplet stringe, decaing mainly into qq pairs. Thus, the 

Fig.9. Decameron FiglO. Example of Fig.11.Mueller 
impurity in the the final state - Kancheli 
perturbative Pomeron. string configuration diagram 
Dashed line denotes corresponding to the corresponding 
the cut. graph in fig.9. to figs. 9,10. 

yield of NN pairs produced by this mechanism is of the same order 
as that from Schwinger-like tunnelling from vacuum. They 
can be dieting.. * shed due to long range rapidity correlation 
inherent in present mechanism. 

It is interesting, that such mechanism is absent in ее 
collisions. Thus, it explains naturall, the observed enlarged 
relative density of NN pairs in the rapidity scale in hadronic 
interactions at /s=540GeV in comparison with e*e~ collisions. 

2. As avalence quark plays a role of the baryon number 
carrier, it can transfer the incident baryon polarization over 
large rapidity gap, i.e. in the reaction h+p* -» p* + X (arrow 
denotes the polarized protons). If the proton is mainly a system 
q-D, where D has S=T=0, then the valence quark in the central 
region in fig.1.2 carries all the incident proton polarization. 
This mechanism of polarization transmission is dominant at large 
rapidity intervals. The diminution of polarization due to sea NN 
pairs contribution, resonance production ets. should be taken into 
account. 
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3. Destruction of incident diquark during proton-nucleus 
interaction proceeds with a high piobability. Indeed, if the 
nucleus is heavy enough, fast diquark undergos many colour 
exchange scatterings (via one-gluon exchange, for instance). As a 
result, both quarks turn into totally unpolarized state in the 
colour space. Thus, the quark-pair finds itself with probability 
1/3 in the antitriplet colour state (diquarkI or with probability 
2/3 in the sextet colour state. Corresponding probabilities for 
real nuclei can be found in , In the latter case the SJ, i.e. 
nuclecn, is formated in the central rapidity region or in the 
nucleus fragmentation region yet, as it follows from the previous 
considerations. This phenomenon should considerably influence the 
momentum spectra of protons in the reaction pA-*pX which is 
intensively discussed in respect with the problem of the so called 
nuclear stopping power 
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Копелиоеич Б.З., Захаров В.Г. EZ-88-493 
Новые механизмы заброса барионного числа 
через большой интервал быстроты 

Показано, что медленный валентный кварк в волновой функции налетающего 
протона высокой энергии может образовать барион, если дикварк-спектатор рас
щепился, т.е. перешел в сикстетное по цвету состояние. Мы оценили сечение 
заброса барионного числа в центральную область быстрот, пользуясь методами 
теории возмущений КХД. Сечение зависит от интервала быстроты Ду как ехр(-Ау/8) 
и хорошо согласуется с экспериментальными данными при энергии ISR. Существует 
также интересная возможность передали барионного числа одним глюоном. Этот 
вклад не зависит от энергии и быстроты и становится заметным при энергии УНК. 
Предлагаются также новые механизмы для рождения барион-антибарионных пар из 
вакуума, передачи поляризации через большей интервал быстроты, тормозящей 
способности, ядер. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубла 1988 

Kopellovlch B.Z., Zakharov B.G. Е2-88-493 
Novel Mechanisms of Baryon Number Flow 
Over Large Rapidity Gap 

It Is shown that slow valence quark In the wave function of high energy 
proton can fragment Into a baryon If the fast dlquark-spectator Is destroyed, 
I.e. Is turned from the antltrlplet to the sextet colour state. We estimated 
the cross section of the baryon number flow to the central rapidity region 
using the perturbatlve QCO. It depends on the rapidity gap Ay as eip(-Ay/2) 
and nicely agrees with the data at ISR energies. There exists also an Intri
guing possibility of transferlng baryon number by means of gluonlc exchanges 
only. This contribution does not depend on rapidity at all and becomes si
zable In TeV energy region. We propose also new mechanisms for baryon-antl-
baryon production from vacuum, transfer of polarization over large rapidity 
Intervals, and nuclear stopping power. 

The InvestIgtaIon has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. 
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